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Renewables First – Company   
 
Renewables First is one of the UK’s leading hydro and wind power specialists and has been delivering 

hydro and wind projects for over ten years. We provide all of the services from in-house resources to 

take a project from initial feasibility stage, through all of the consenting and engineering design stages 

and on to construction and commissioning. We use our experience of the installation and operational 

phases to provide feedback into the design stages of the next projects, ensuring that our customers 

benefit from our whole-project exposure. 

 

We are independent of hardware suppliers, so we only recommend the most appropriate hardware 

to maximise energy production and return on investment, and to ensure a long and reliable 

operational life. We only recommend the best quality hardware from established manufacturers, and 

design good quality systems that will be reliable in the long-term. Our designs focus on maximising 

renewable energy production whilst applying best practice in regard to ecological protection or 

enhancement. 
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1 Introduction 

Overview 

1.1 This document forms part of the Environment Agency (EA) application for an impoundment licence 

for proposed weir crest adjustments at Beeston Weir on the River Trent, Nottinghamshire. 

1.2 An environmental permit (flood risk activities) will be submitted alongside this impoundment 

licence application. 

 

Location and stakeholders 

1.3 Beeston Weir is located on the River Trent in Beeston, Nottinghamshire. The river at this point is 

the boundary between the districts of Broxtowe and the City of Nottingham.  Location and site 

plans accompany this application. 

1.4 To the north of the site there are residential and commercial properties, including Beeston Marina, 

the Canalside Heritage Centre, a navigational canal lock and a recreation ground.  To the south 

there is open farmland. 

1.5 Starting approximately 500 m upstream from the weir there are further residential properties, 

moorings and Beeston Sailing Club.  Nottingham Kayak Club is based approximately 7 km 

downstream. 

1.6 A long-distance footpath, the Trent Valley Way, runs along the left bank. 
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Figure 1. Plan of surrounding area 

1.7 Angling rights are held by Nottingham Anglers Association along the left bank downstream of the 

weir and by Trent Valley Angling along the right bank both upstream and downstream of the weir. 

1.8 A range of stakeholders including Broxtowe Borough Council, Nottingham City Council, the 

Environment Agency and the Canal & River Trust (CRT), which operates Beeston Lock and 

Beeston Marina, have been consulted on the current proposal. 

1.9 Environment Agency pre-application consultation was carried out for a similar scheme 

(NPS/WR/027526) with a response received on 27/02/18.  Please note that there are several key 

differences between the current proposal and the previous proposal, as discussed later in this 

document.  The main items requested in the pre-application response were as shown below: 
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1.10 This section of the River Trent is classified as a ‘main river’.  

 

Existing infrastructure 

1.11 The application site relates to both existing weir crests at Beeston Weir. The main weir consists 

of an existing masonry crest perpendicular to the overall river flow, the side weir is a concrete 

structure parallel to the overall river flow. 

1.12 The main weir features a defunct Denil fish pass on the north shoulder; there is also a 5 m wide 

concrete platform immediately downstream of the weir, adjacent to the left bank.  The crest of 

the main weir is capped with a 300 mm high beam. 

1.13 The side weir faces an operational hydropower station, with a vertical slot fish pass situated 

between the two. 

 

Information requested Information provided 

Flow and water level data as existing and proposed See hydrology assessment 

Consideration of impact of impoundment on discharges See hydrology assessment 

WFD assessment See WFD assessment 

Geomorphology assessment to assess the impacts of the 

weir crests and reduced hands-off flow both upstream and 

downstream of the weir, with reference to habitats for fish 

and protected species, including field studies to establish the 

current condition of the weir pool 

Due to changes made to the 

proposal, a ‘light-touch’ 

assessment is now more 

appropriate.  This is provided in 

this document. 

Evidence that dissolved oxygen levels will remain safe for 

fish and other species 

Due to the changes made to the 

proposal, dissolved oxygen will 

now not be negatively impacted, 

as discussed later in this document 

Consideration of passage for fish, including eel and lamprey Provided in this document 

Consideration of impacts on water vole and otter Provided in this document 
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Background and proposal overview 

1.14 The diversion of flow through the hydropower system (installed in 1999) lowered upstream 

water levels which resulted in complaints from boaters navigating the river. The main weir was 

raised from 24.1 mAOD to 24.4 mAOD in 2001 by installation of a beam along the crest, however 

complaints from boaters have continued.  

1.15 Two local stakeholders, Beeston Marina and Beeston Sailing Club, are unhappy that water levels 

typically reduce by at least 300 mm when the hydropower scheme is operating, which is 

particularly problematic when the river flow condition is below Qmean.  This affects access to the 

water and both stakeholders have lobbied the Canal & River Trust (CRT) and the HEP operator to 

raise water levels. 

1.16 A further complaint relates to when the plant stops abstraction during an emergency shutdown, 

as this creates a 15-30 cm high wave at the HEP inlet that propagates upstream and over the weir. 

1.17 Weir modifications are proposed to address these navigational issues, whilst also increasing HEP 

energy production and reducing flood risk.  Flow splits are designed to remain as-existing during 

normal flow conditions, ensuring that there are no significant changes to the weir pool 

environment or passability of the site for migratory fish. 

1.18 The current proposal includes the following works: 

• Main weir 

o Removal of existing 300 mm beam 

o Installation of adjustable weir crest system 

o Creation of fish easement at left bank 

• Side weir 

o Increase crest level by 200 mm 

1.19 Please note the following key differences between the current proposal and the previous 

proposal submitted for EA pre-application advice: 

• No changes are now proposed to the hands-off flow 

• Flow splits now remain as-existing (until very high flows) 
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• The current proposal includes removal of the beam on the main weir, which reduces 

flood risk 

• The current proposal no longer includes a lower weir section near the left bank  

• A fish easement is now proposed 

  

Cumulative impact 

1.20 There are a number of proposed, consented and operational hydropower schemes and fish 

passes along the River Trent.  Details of those within approximately 50 km are shown below:  

Site name Distance from 

Beeston (km) 

Fish pass HEP 

Burton Weirs 45 Rock ramp Small scheme operational  

River Dove (mouth) 40 n/a n/a 

River Derwent (mouth) 12 n/a n/a 

Sawley Weir 11 - - 

River Soar (mouth) 8 n/a n/a 

Thrumpton Weir 8 Partial barrier only - 

Beeston Weir - Vertical slot Operational 

Holme Sluices 11 Canoe slalom; 

Further passes planned 

Operational 

Stoke Weir 16 Possible alongside HEP Under consideration 

Gunthorpe Weir 24 Consented with HEP Consented 

Hazelford Weirs 32 Consented with HEP & 

at secondary weir 

Consented 

Averham (Staythorpe) 

Weir 

42 Partial barrier only - 

Newark Weir and Nether Weir may be bypassed via Averham Weir.  Of these, Nether Weir has a 

consented HEP scheme. 

Cromwell Weir 54 Consented with HEP Consented 

Tidal reaches leading to Humber Estuary 
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2 Proposal 

Overview 

2.1 The I-beam that spans the main weir crest will be removed.  This will be followed by installation 

of an adjustable weir crest system, which will be mounted onto the weir using a concrete footing.  

The adjustable weir will provide a very even crest, which allows the main weir flow to be controlled 

very precisely. 

2.2 The adjustable weir will have a maximum crest level of 24.825 mAOD, corresponding to an 

increase of 425 mm above the existing level and 725 mm above the underlying weir crest.  The 

weir will deflate fully during flood events, returning the crest level to 24.1 mAOD, which is 300 mm 

below the existing level of 24.4 mAOD. 

2.3 The hands-off level is currently defined as a depth of 75 mm over the main weir, and this is not 

proposed to change.  However, due to the increase in crest level during low flow conditions, the 

hands-off level will change from 24.425 mAOD to 24.9 mAOD.  The side weir will be raised 

accordingly by installation of a permanent capping, increasing the crest level to 24.9 mAOD. 

2.4 A fish easement will be created near the left bank, details are provided in the Ecology section. 

2.5 A hydrology assessment – Appendix Error! Reference source not found., presents an operating 

philosophy and corresponding hydrographs and data tables. 

2.6 The tables below outline the existing and proposed hydraulic data: 

Site parameters 

Mean flow (m3/s) 81.86 

Q95/Qmean 0.33 

 

Weir parameter Side weir Main weir 

Hands-off depth (mm) - 75 

Crest length (m) 82.26 72.32 

Existing crest level (mAOD) 24.700 24.400 

Proposed crest level (mAOD) 24.900 24.100 to 24.825 

Proposed crest type Fixed Adjustable 
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Operating regime 

2.7 A hydrology assessment - Appendix Error! Reference source not found., was carried out to 

establish water levels and flows before and after weir modifications. In summary, the assessment 

found: 

a. Flow splits remain as-existing up to Q10 

b. Upstream water levels are reduced in high flow conditions  

c. In flood condition water levels are slightly lower but approximately the same 

d. Fish pass flows increases slightly 

e. Both navigational issues are addressed 

2.8 The operation of the adjustable weir will be the responsibility of the HEP operator, in agreement 

with the Canal & River Trust. 

2.9 During normal operation, the adjustable weir will be controlled using the existing upstream water 

level sensors and an electrical control system. 

2.10 The adjustable weir features robust fail-safe mechanisms to ensure that during extreme flows it 

automatically reverts to the fully lowered position in a controlled manner.  Further details are 

provided in the Flood Risk Assessment. 
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3 Flood Risk 
3.1 A Flood Risk Assessment - Appendix Error! Reference source not found. is provided, however the 

key findings are presented below. 

3.2 The site is located within Flood Zone 3 as shown in the plan below. 

 
Figure 2. Flood map covering Beeston weir 

3.3 In 2009-2012 the area received defences to reduce the flood risk as part of the Nottingham Trent 

Left Bank Flood Alleviation Scheme.  In Beeston and Rylands, work raised 700 m of existing flood 

wall, built approximately 200 m of new flood wall, rebuilt approximately 900 m of flood 

embankment and raised the flood gate on the Beeston canal.  Further upstream, Attenborough 

received 2.5 km of new flood wall between the Attenborough Nature Reserve and the railway line, 

and the road at Barton Lane was raised. These defences reduced the risk of flooding to one 

percent (i.e. 1 in 100 chance). 

3.4 In Beeston and Rylands, work raised 700 m of existing flood wall, built approximately 200 m of 

new flood wall, rebuilt about 900 m of flood embankment and raised the flood gate on the 
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Beeston canal. Further upstream, Attenborough received 2.5 km of new flood wall between the 

Attenborough Nature Reserve and the railway line, and the road at Barton Lane was raised. 

3.5 The proposed changes in crest levels during flood conditions, will increase the flood conveyance 

area by approximately 30 m2 at the main weir and decrease the conveyance area by approximately 

14 m2 at the side weir.  The overall net change in conveyance area is an increase of approximately 

15 m2.  In addition, during flood conditions the effective crest length of the side weir will be 

reduced due to its orientation.  As a result, the overall effective change in conveyance area will be 

slightly larger. 

3.6 Correspondingly, and as shown in the hydrology assessment, the weir modifications result in a 

lower upstream water level during flow conditions above Q4.  This reduces the risk of flooding. 

3.7 The change in upstream water level will increase the impounded volume by up to 200,000 m3 

during low and moderate flow conditions.  This will reduce as the flow increases, reaching a small 

reduction in impounded volume above Q4. 

3.8 The adjustable weir features robust mechanical fail-safe mechanisms to ensure that during 

extreme flows it automatically reverts to the fully lowered position in a controlled manner. 

3.9 Similar adjustable weir crests have recently been installed as part of the Leeds Flood Alleviation 

Scheme (LFAS); many more are operational across Europe. 

3.10 In summary, the proposed weir crest adjustments will reduce flood risk at Beeston Weir. For 

further information please see the separate FRA that accompanies this application.  
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4 Geomorphology 
4.1 Geomorphological change associated with the proposals is limited as existing flow splits are 

maintained across the vast majority of flow conditions. 

4.2 Upstream of the weir, the frequency that water levels occur will be altered slightly.  During low 

and moderate flow conditions, the water level will increase by up to 425 mm, however this is 

considered very minor given the scale of the Trent at Beeston.  During flood events, the water 

level may be marginally lower.  Any associated impacts, for example on flow speed and sediment 

transport, are considered negligible. 

4.3 The proposed changes to the weir crest (side weir +200 mm, main weir -300 to +425 mm) are also 

small within the context of the site.  Bedload transport over the main weir may increase marginally, 

however this is considered negligible. 

4.4 Flow splits will remain as-existing during most flow conditions.  Above Q10, the main weir flow 

will be slightly higher, whilst the side weir flow will be slightly lower.  However, these changes 

reduce again as the flow increases beyond Q3; as the upstream water level increases further, the 

weir crest modifications become less significant. 

4.5 Downstream of the weir, the depth and overall flow rate will be unchanged.  Some minor changes 

to the flow split will occur during high flow conditions, however as described above these changes 

reduce during higher flows. 

4.6 Overall the geomorphological impact of the proposals is considered very minor. 
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5 Ecology 

Site designations 

5.1 Desktop ecological surveys were undertaken using the following available online resources:  

• MAGiC (Multi Agency Geographical Information Centre) 

• National Biodiversity Network (NBN) Gateway 

• Environment Agency 

• Nottinghamshire Insight Mapping 

5.2 A number of ecological designated sites are relevant to this application: 

• 59 km upstream: mouth of River Mease SSSI/SAC, primary reasons for designation are 

spined loach and bullhead 

• 400 m to 4 km upstream: Attenborough Nature Reserve & Attenborough Gravel Pits SSSI, 

this is a large site situated along the left bank.  The reasons for citation include its aquatic 

plants, floodplain woodland and breeding birds 

• 700 m south, with hydraulic connection 500 m downstream: 

o Holme Pit SSSI, designated for wetland plant species and breeding birds 

o Clifton Grove, Clifton Woods and Holme Pit Pond LNR 

• ~110 km downstream: Humber Estuary (SAC, SPA, SSSI, Ramsar), designated species 

include river lamprey, sea lamprey, breeding birds 

5.3 Local Wildlife Sites close to the site and/or with a direct hydraulic connection to the impounded 

reach are summarised as an Appendix at the end of this document.  

5.4 National Biodiversity Network (NBN) records in the area show sightings of spined loach (cobitis 

taenia), recognised by Annex 2 of the EC Habitats Directive, and brown/sea trout (salmo trutta) 

and eel (anguilla anguilla), both priority species listed within the UK Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP).  

There was one sighting of freshwater crayfish (austropotamobius pallipes) in 2012. 

5.5 A phase 1 habitat survey has not been commissioned for this project as the existing access routes 

for the hydropower scheme will be used during construction. 
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Impacts to terrestrial ecology 

5.6 The impact on Local Wildlife Sites (LWS) in the surrounding area is assessed below.  Those situated 

downstream of the weir will not be affected by the proposals, as the downstream water level will 

remain as-existing.  Those situated upstream of the weir may experience a slight change in the 

frequency that certain water levels occur, in line with the main river channel.  However, water 

levels will remain within the range that is currently experienced.  

2/57 Beeston Canal 

The LWS area is downstream of the lock gates (height approx. 28.000 mAOD) and 

therefore will be unaffected by the proposals. 

1/24 Attenborough Gravel Pits 

The site is hydraulically linked to the Trent via weirs with a crest level of 25.450 mAOD; 

the LWS will be unaffected by the proposals. 

5/2251 River Trent – Attenborough 

This area will experience a slight increase in water levels during low and moderate river 

flow conditions.  This will in turn result in a marginally larger wetted area during those 

conditions.  However, any associated impacts (positive or negative) will be insignificant 

given the modest water level increase of up to 425 mm. 

2/354 Barton Flash 

This is predominantly a terrestrial site; water level changes will have a negligible impact 

on the LWS. 

2/56 Barton in Fabis Fishing Pools 

These pools are hydraulically linked to the Trent, however LIDAR data show that when 

the water level in the Trent is 24.900 mAOD, the water levels within the LWS are at least 

25.300 mAOD, therefore the water bodies within the LWS are elevated above the main 

river and will be unaffected by the proposals. 

5/2299 Thrumpton Bank 

This bank is a gradual slope reaching to approx. 28.000 mAOD, therefore any associated 

impacts (positive or negative) will be very minor given the modest water level increase 

of up to 425 mm. 
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5/266 Thrumpton Park 

This large (78 ha) site includes two ponds that are hydraulically linked to the Trent, 

however LIDAR data show that when the water level in the Trent is 24.900 mAOD, the 

water levels within the LWS are 26.100 mAOD (east pond) and 26.400 mAOD (west 

pond), therefore the LWS will be unaffected by the proposals. 

5.7 The EA pre-application response advised that water vole and otter may be impacted upon as a 

result of the change in water level within the impounded reach.  However, entrances to water 

vole burrows are situated below low water level, with internal chambers extending up above flood 

water level (Water Vole Species Action Plan, 2000).  The slight increase in low water level will 

therefore not adversely impact the burrow entrances, whilst the slight decrease in flood levels 

would reduce the risk of flooding within the internal chambers.  Similarly, otter holts are 

predominantly dry environments, positioned above flood levels (Chanin, 2003) and so would also 

not be adversely impacted. 

 

Fish passage 

5.8 As the flow splits remain as-existing during the vast majority of flow conditions and there is no 

significant geomorphological change, there will be no adverse impact on fish habitats. 

5.9 During all flow conditions (except flood events) there will be a slight increase in dissolved oxygen, 

as the flow splits will remain unchanged and the head at the weir will increase slightly.  As a result, 

the proposals will provide a small contribution towards meeting WFD objectives for this element. 

5.10 Fish migration barriers along this region of the River Trent are summarised earlier in this report, 

as part of the Introduction section. 

5.11 The Environment Agency (Matthew Buck) has advised that, in addition to the vertical slot fish 

pass, fish also migrate past Beeston Weir using a standing wave that occurs near the north bank 

during high flows (around Q10 upwards). To ensure that this migration route is not made worse, 

the application includes creation of a fish easement in this area. This will be created by installation 

of timber baffles mounted on the weir face, which will concentrate flow in this area and provide 

a greater flow depth.  This will both make it easier for fish to ascend this section and also create a 

more focused attraction flow. 
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5.12 Pre-application advice has confirmed that there is no evidence of lamprey at Beeston, although 

due to lamprey passage improvements further downstream it is possible lamprey will arrive at 

Beeston in future. However, the Environment Agency has confirmed that the existing vertical slot 

fish pass will provide very good lamprey passage, and that no modifications to the pass would be 

required. 

5.13 Due to the increase in upstream water levels, flow through the existing fish pass would increase 

during all migration flow conditions, particularly during low and moderate flow conditions.  This 

would therefore improve its attraction for upstream-migrating fish. 

5.14 Yellow eels are present at Beeston, however the weir is currently impassable to upstream-

migrating eels.  This will not be affected by the weir modifications.  Downstream passage is 

possible through the existing fish pass, and this would be maintained following the weir 

modifications.  Overall, there will be no obstruction to eel passage due to this proposal and 

therefore installation of an eel pass is not required by the Eels Regulations 2009.  
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6 Water Framework Directive 

Water classification 

6.1 A separate Water Framework Directive (WFD) Assessment accompanies this application, however 

a summary of the relevant water bod status is presented below. 

6.2 The Water Framework Directive aims to ensure the health of all water bodies across Europe, and 

has been transposed into English Law. Any works undertaken as part of development that have 

the potential to deteriorate the status of the water body, or which could prevent it from achieving 

its status will need to be supported with a Water Framework Directive compliance assessment. 

6.3 In respect of the EU Water Framework Directive, objectives are set for all surface and ground 

waters to enable them to achieve good status (or potential for heavily modified water bodies) by 

a defined date. One objective is to prevent further deterioration which can include changes to 

flow pattern, width and depth of channel, sediment availability/transport and ecology and biology. 

6.4 This section of the River Trent is the ‘Trent from Soar to The Beck’ (GB104028053110).  It is 

classified as a heavily modified watercourse and subject to the lower threshold aim of good 

ecological potential. 

6.5 A search of the Environment Agency Catchment Data Explorer for water monitoring and 

classification shows the site falls within the Nottingham Urban Operational Catchment Area. The 

Management Catchment Area is Trent and Lower Erewash within the Humber River Basin District.  

6.6 The full classification details are shown below: 
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Figure 3. Water body classification 

 

6.7 Overall, the proposed development will have no impact or a positive impact on each individual 

element of the relevant WFD classifications.  Accordingly, any in-combination effects will have 

a neutral or positive impact on the WFD elements. 
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7 Other Considerations 

Visual appearance 

7.1 The new adjustable weir on the main crest will provide an extremely even crest, which will always 

be hidden from sight due to the 75 mm hands-off depth.  There will be some minor changes to 

the visible sections of the weir, such as the 200 mm increase at the side weir and small concrete 

abutments at the main weir.  In addition, the upstream water level will be slightly higher (up to 

425 mm) during low and moderate flow conditions.  Overall the visual impact is very minor. 

 

Landscape & heritage 

7.2 The site is not within any Conservation Areas or within close proximity to any heritage designations. 

7.3 The scheme is not situated within any designated landscape or sensitive area. 

 

Recreational use 

7.4 Angling rights are held by Nottingham Anglers Association along the left bank downstream of the 

weir and by Trent Valley Angling along the right bank both upstream and downstream of the weir.  

Species reported by the clubs include barbel, carp, chub, roach, dace, bream, pike and salmon. 

7.5 As discussed above, the proposals will have no adverse impact on fish habitats or other aquatic 

ecology.  In addition, passability of the site for fish will be improved.  As a result, there will be a 

slight positive impact on fisheries both at Beeston and across the wider area. 

7.6 The Canal & River Trust (CRT) is the navigational authority at this location. CRT operations are 

expected to improve as a result of addressing the navigational issues discussed earlier in this 

document.  The navigational impact of the proposals will be closely managed by CRT, whose 

consent is required to construct the weir modifications. 

7.7 The Trent Valley Way footpath and other public rights of way alongside the impounded reach are 

all situated at a level of 26.5 mAOD or greater, therefore will not be affected by the proposal. 
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Planning 

7.8 Nottingham City Council and Broxtowe Borough Council have both confirmed that the weir crest 

amendments fall under part 13 A(b) of The Town and Country (General Permitted Development) 

(England) Order 2015: development in, on or under any watercourse and required in connection 

with the improvement or maintenance of that watercourse.  As such, planning permission is not 

required.
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8 Conclusions  
8.1 The proposed weir modifications will address ongoing navigational concerns, increase renewable 

energy generation and reduce flood risk.  This is achieved without adverse impact on 

geomorphology, ecology, or other river users. 

8.2 The addition of a fish easement on the north bank will mitigate any adverse impact to fish passage 

along this section. Increased flow through the existing fish pass will improve passage for fish, 

including lamprey. 

8.3 Reports have been completed that show flood risk would reduce slightly. 

8.4 The scheme is not considered to cause a deterioration or prevent the improvement of any element 

of the waterbody classification. 

8.5 All documents referenced in this report have been submitted as part of this application. 
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Appendices 
 
Appendix (i) – Relevant legislation 
 
The Environmental permit is related to issues of flood risk, EA operations and environmental impact. 

Some key parts of legislation in these areas are listed below.  

 

Water Resources Act  

Under the Water Resources Act 1991, works near main rivers require consent from the Environment 

Agency. 

 

Flood and Water Management Act 2010 

Section 7(1) states that the Environment Agency must maintain a strategy for flood risk 

management in England. 

 

‘The national flood and coastal erosion risk management strategy for England’ was published by the 

Environment Agency in 2011. 

 

Environment Act 1995 

Section 4 outlines the principal aim of the Environment Agency, which is essentially to protect or 

enhance the environment, taken as a whole, with the objective of achieving sustainable 

development. 

 

Section 6(1) states that the Agency has a duty to promote the conservation and enhancement of the 

natural beauty and amenity of inland waters, conservation of flora and fauna dependent on an 

aquatic environment, and the use of such waters and land for recreational purposes. 

Under Section 6(6), the Environment Agency has a duty to maintain, improve and develop salmon, 

trout, freshwater and eel fisheries. 

 

Section 7(1) states that it is the duty of the Environment Agency to further the conservation of flora 

and fauna, providing (amongst other things) that this is consistent with the objective of achieving 

sustainable development.  It also states that the Agency has a duty to have regard to protecting sites 
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of archaeological, architectural, engineering or historic interest, and to take into account any effect 

which the proposals would have on the beauty or amenity of the area. 

 

Section 39 states that the Agency must, where reasonable, take into account the likely costs and 

benefits when exercising any power. 

 

Water Resources Act  

Under the Water Resources Act 1991, works near main rivers require consent from the Environment 

Agency.  

 

Water Framework Directive  

The Water Framework Directive (2000/60/EC) (WFD) was passed by the European Union in 2000. It 

became part of UK law in 2003 with the issue of The Water Environment (Water Framework 

Directive) (England and Wales) Regulations 2003. 

 

The WFD is implemented regionally by river basins. Each river basin has a River Basin Management 

Plan (RBMP) which is updated every six years. The RBMP documents the current status of the water 

bodies and the pressures affecting them. It outlines the improvements that can be made within the 

current management period and the programme of investigations to be carried out.  

 

The fundamental objectives of the WFD that apply to surface water bodies are:  

• Prevent deterioration of the status of water bodies  

• Achieve at least good ecological status and good surface water chemical status by a set 

date  

• Reduce pollution from priority substances and eliminate priority hazardous substances 

as defined by the European Commission  

 

In addition to the objectives above there are further standards and measures to be met in areas 

defined as protected areas. These areas are listed in the RBMPs.  
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Artificial or Heavily Modified Water Bodies (AWB, HMWB) cannot achieve good ecological status as 

they are unable to get close enough to the required natural conditions. Instead the aim is to achieve 

good ecological potential.  

 

The RBMPs detail the Environment Agency (EA) objectives specific to each water body that are 

designed to meet the WFD objectives. The proposed measures to meet the objectives are also given. 

 

Beeston Weir is located within the ‘Trent from Soar to The Beck’ section of Nottingham Urban 

Operational Catchment Area. The Management catchment area is Trent and Lower Erewash within 

the Humber River Basin District. The Humber RBMP cites that it may not be possible to achieve good 

ecological quality target due to it being ‘disproportionately expensive’.  

 

A Water Framework Directive (WFD) Assessment accompanies this document. It concludes that 

overall, this proposal is not expected to impact negatively on the current status of any element of 

the water body classification and will not have an adverse impact on meeting future WFD objectives. 

 

Appendix (ii) – Local Wildlife Sites & Local Nature Reserves 

Local Wildlife Sites 

Downstream: 
5/6 River Trent North Bank 
5/5 Beeston Weir River Deposits 
2/987 Trent Carr, Clifton 
2/698 Clifton Grove 
2/984 Clifton Wood 
1/22 Holme Pit 
5/2264 Barton-in-Fabis Pond and Drain 
2/55 Burrows Farm Grassland 
1/23 Brandshill Grassland 
2/861 Brandshill Marsh 
5/2272 Brandshill Wood 
2/52 Borrow Pits, Barton 
 
Upstream: 
2/57 Beeston Canal 
1/24 Attenborough Gravel Pits 
5/2251 River Trent - Attenborough 
2/354 Barton Flash 
2/56 Barton in Fabis Fishing Pools 
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5/2299 Thrumpton Bank 
5/266 Thrumpton Park 
 

 

2/698 

2/57 

5/6 
5/5 

2/987 

2/984 1/22 

1/24 

5/2264 

2/354 

5/2251 
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5/2272 

2/354 

5/2264 

2/984 

2/55 

1/23 
2/861 

2/52 

5/2251 

1/24 

2/52 

5/2251 
1/24 

2/56 

5/2299 

5/266 

5/2272 
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Local Nature Reserves 

 


